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Abstract
A binary matrix is said to be d-disjunct if the union (or Boolean sum) of any d columns
does not contain any other column. Such matrices constitute a basis for nonadaptive group testing
algorithms and binary d-superimposed codes. Let t(d; n) denote the minimum number of rows for
a d-disjunct matrix with n columns. In this note we study the bounds of t(d; n) and its variations.
Lov$asz Local Lemma (Colloq. Math. Soc. Ja˜nos Bolyai 10 (1974) 609–627; The Probabilistic
Method, Wiley, New York, 1992 (2nd Edition, 2000)) and other probabilistic methods are used
to extract better bounds. For a given random t×n binary matrix, the Stein–Chen method is used
to measure how ‘bad’ it is from a d-disjunct matrix. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: d-disjunct matrix; Group testing; Lov$asz Local Lemma; Probabilistic method; Stein–Chen
approximation theorem
1. Introduction
A t× n {0; 1}-matrix M is said to be d-disjunct if the union (or Boolean sum) of
any d columns does not contain any other column. The union of two binary columns is
deEned to be the Boolean sum of these two columns. The Boolean sum of two binary
columns is deEned coordinatewise using the rules 0 + 0=0; 0 + 1=1; 1 + 0=1 and
1 + 1=1. A binary column C1 = [a1; : : : ; an]t is said to be contained in another binary
column C2 = [b1; : : : ; bn]t if {16i6n: ai =1}⊆{16i6n: bi =1} and is denoted by
C1⊆C2. See Du and Hwang [5, Part II] for a comprehensive account of known facts
about d-disjunct matrices.
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In combinatorial group testing (CGT), a t× n d-disjunct matrix generates a non-
adaptive algorithm by regarding its rows as t tests and its columns as n items, entry
(i; j) is 1 if and only if the test i contains item j. Suppose there are at most d de-
fectives among these n items, and a test result is positive if a defective is present in
the test. When we perform the t tests simultaneously, the d-disjunct property allows
the defectives to be identiEed easily. In the study of nonadaptive CGT algorithms, the
goal is to minimize the number t of tests for a given number n of items. Let t(d; n)
denote the minimum number of rows for a d-disjunct matrix with n columns.
In this note, we study the value t(d; n) and its variations. Lov$asz Local Lemma
[9,2] and other probabilistic methods are used to extract better bounds and asymptotic
results. In the last section we discuss the known methods of constructing d-disjunct
matrices.
2. Bounds
Throughout this note, log x and ln x will denote the quantities log2 x and loge x,
respectively. For positive integers n and d, let [n] denote the set {1; 2; : : : ; n} and [ nd ]
denote the collection of subsets of [n] with cardinality d.
The extremely powerful tool Lov$asz Local Lemma [9,2] will be used in Theorem 2.2.
For ease of reference, we state it here.
Lemma 2.1 (Lov$asz Local Lemma). Let A1; A2; : : : ; An be events in an arbitrary prob-
ability space. Suppose that each event Ai is independent of a set of at most  other
events Aj, and that Pr(Ai)6p for all 16i6n. If ep( + 1)61 then
Pr( NA1 NA2 · · · NAn)¿0:
With the unexpected use of the Lov$asz Local Lemma we give a better upper bound
of t(d; n) than the one given by Busschbach (see Theorem 8.1.3 of [5]). Dyachkov et
al. [8], Nguyen and Zeisel [14] also obtained upper bounds of t(d; n). But their results
are only good for the situation that n is suPciently large, our bound works better than
theirs when n is not so large.
Theorem 2.2.
t(d; n)6 (d+ 1)
(
1 +
1
d
)d{
ln
[
(d+ 1)
((
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)
+ 1
)]
+ 1
}
:
Proof. Let M =(mij) be a (t=q)× n random matrix with entries in {0; 1; 2; : : : ; q − 1}
such that Pr(mij = k)= 1=q for 06k6q− 1, and the entries mij are mutually indepen-
dent. Let M∗ be a t× n random {0; 1}-matrix converted from M by replacing each
q-ary alphabet by a unique q-digit binary column array with unit weight. For example,
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when q=3, the replacement can be
0→
1
0
0
; 1→
0
1
0
; 2→
0
0
1
:
Let C1; : : : ; Cn be the columns of M∗. For J ∈ [ nd ] and s∈ [n]\J , let AJ; s be the event
that the union of columns Cj; j∈ J , contains column Cs. Let Ai; J; s be the event that
mis=mij for some j∈ J . Then
Pr(AJ; s) = Pr
( t=q⋂
i=1
Ai; J; s
)
=
t=q∏
i=1
Pr(Ai; J; s)
= [1− Pr(m1s 
=m1j for every j∈ J )]t=q
=
[
1−
q−1∑
k=0
Pr(m1s= k; and mij 
= k for every j∈ J )
]t=q
=
[
1−
q−1∑
k=0
{
1
q
(
1− 1
q
)d}]t=q
=
[
1−
(
1− 1
q
)d]t=q
:
Note that AJ; s is mutually independent of all the other events AJ ′ ; s′ except those with
(J ′ ∪{s′})∩ (J ∪{s}) 
= ∅. There are at most
(d+ 1)
[(
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)]
such events. According to the Lov$asz Local Lemma, a t× n d-disjunct matrix exists
whenever
e(d+ 1)
[(
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)
+
1
d+ 1
][
1−
(
1− 1
q
)d]t=q
61: (1)
Set
t¿q
(
1 +
1
q− 1
)d{
ln
(
(d+ 1)
[(
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)
+ 1
])
+ 1
}
:
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Using the fact that − ln(1− x)¿x for 06x¡1, one obtains
t¿
q
(1− 1=q)d
{
ln
(
(d+ 1)
[(
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)
+ 1
])
+ 1
}
⇒−t
(
1− 1
q
)d
+ q
{
ln
(
(d+ 1)
[(
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)
+ 1
])
+ 1
}
60
⇒ t
q
ln
[
1−
(
1− 1
q
)d]
+
{
ln
(
(d+ 1)
[(
n
d+ 1
)
−
(
n− d− 1
d+ 1
)
+ 1
])
+ 1
}
60
and hence the inequality (1) holds. It follows that Pr(M∗ is d-disjunct)¿0. To complete
the proof, set q=d+ 1.
A {0; 1}-matrix is said to have constant row (resp. column) weight w if every row
(resp. column) has exactly w 1’s. In fact the proof above gives more, it gives a bound
for constant-column-weight d-disjunct matrices because the matrix M∗ discussed in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 is of constant column weight.
A binary matrix M is said to be d-disjunct if given any d+ 1 columns of M with
one designated, there are at least + 1 rows with 1 in the designated column and a 0
in each of the other d columns. It is easily seen that a binary matrix M is d0-disjunct
if and only if it is d-disjunct. Macula [13] showed that a nonadaptive group testing
algorithm based on a d-disjunct matrix is  error-correcting because when any  rows
are deleted, the resulting submatrix is d-disjunct. Let t(d; n) denote the minimum
number of rows for a d-disjunct matrix with n columns. A permutation matrix of
order k is a k × k matrix for which all the entries are 0 or 1, with the value 1 occuring
exactly once in each row and column. Two submatrices of a matrix M are said to be
disjoint if these two submatrices are derived, respectively, from two disjoint subsets
of the row indices of M . A matrix M ′ is said to be contained in matrix M if M ′ is a
submatrix of M .
An equivalent property of d-disjunct is stated below. It is straightforward to verify.
Lemma 2.3. A t× n binary matrix M is d-disjunct if and only if any t× (d + 1)
submatrix of M contains at least +1 disjoint permutation matrices of order d+1.
Let Ik comprise all the rows of a k × k identity matrix. In [7], D’yachkov et al.,
showed that if M is a t× n d-disjunct matrix with constant row weight w, then
t¿(d+ + 1)n=w. The following theorem is an improvement of their bound when
(n−1
d
)
(n−w
d
)¿d+ 1
+ 1
+ 1:
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Theorem 2.4. Let M be a t× n d-disjunct matrix with constant row weight w. Then
t¿
(+ 1)(d+ 1)
( n
d+1
)
w
(n−w
d
) :
Proof. We call a row vector in Id+1 a brick. The number of bricks contained in M
will be counted as submatrices in two ways.
For a row R of M , there are w 1’s and n − w 0’s. We view any d + 1 coordinate
positions of row R as a row vector. When we run over all these vectors of row R, we
encounter exactly
w
(
n− w
d
)
bricks. Thus M contains exactly
tw
(
n− w
d
)
bricks.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 any t× (d+ 1) submatrix of M contains at least
 + 1 disjoint permutation matrices of order d + 1. Since each permutation matrix of
order d+ 1 contains d+ 1 bricks, it follows that M contains at least
(+ 1)(d+ 1)
(
n
d+ 1
)
bricks. According to the above argument, we have
tw
(
n− w
d
)
¿(+ 1)(d+ 1)
(
n
d+ 1
)
:
Corollary 2.5. Let M be a t× n d-disjunct matrix with constant row weight w. Then
t¿
(d+ 1)
( n
d+1
)
w
(n−w
d
) :
Next, we randomly generate a matrix which does not have the desired d-disjunct
properties but may have a few “blemishes”. With a small alternation, we remove the
blemishes, giving the desired structure.
Theorem 2.6.
t(d; n)6(d+ 1) logK n− logK d! + 2;
where K =2d+1=(2d+1 − 1).
Proof. Let M = [mij] be a random t× n {0; 1}-matrix given by Pr(mij =1)= 12 , where
entries mij are mutually independent. Let Cj denote the column j of M . For J ∈ [ nd ]
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and s∈ [n]− J , let AJ; s be deEned as before. Let XJ; s be the indicator random variable
for the event AJ; s and X =
∑
J∈[ nd ]; s =∈J XJ; s. For each (J; s),
Pr(AJ; s) =
t∏
i=1
[1− Pr(mis=1; and mij =0 for every j∈ J )]
= [1− Pr(mis=1; and mij =0 for every j∈ J )]t
=
(
1− 1
2d+1
)t
=
(
1
K
)t
:
Hence
E[X ] =
∑
J∈[ nd ]; s =∈J
EXJ; s=
∑
J∈[ nd ]; s =∈J
Pr(AJ; s)=
(
n
d
)
(n− d)
(
1
K
)t
and so there exists a t× n {0; 1}-matrix M with∣∣∣∣∣∣

(J; s); J ∈
[
n
d
]
; s∈ [n]− J and Cs⊆
⋃
j∈J
Cj


∣∣∣∣∣∣6
(
n
d
)
(n− d)
(
1
K
)t
:
To construct a d-disjunct matrix from M , one can remove all the blemishes of M
by adding at most
(n
d
)
(n − d)(1=K)t rows to get a d-disjunct matrix with at most
t +
(n
d
)
(n− d)(1=K)t rows. Set
t= (d+ 1) logK n− logK d!
to minimize the number of rows.
Notice that
t +
(
n
d
)
(n− d)
(
1
K
)t
6t +
nd+1
d!
(
1
K
)−1+logK nd+1d!
6t + 2:
This completes the proof.
Theorem 2.6 works well when d is small.
A t× n {0; 1}-matrix is said to be a binary d-covering array if each t×d submatrix
has at least one set of 2d distinct rows. There is an extensive body of literature on
covering arrays. See Cohen et al. [4, Section 20.3] and Sloane [15] for a comprehensive
study of known results about covering arrays. It is easily seen that a (d+ 1)-covering
array is a d-disjunct matrix. Consider the following extremal problem: What is the
minimum number t of rows that guarantees that each binary d-vector is represented
at least  times in each set of d columns. Using Lov$asz Local Lemma Godbole et al.
[10, Theorem 2.3] showed that
t6A[(d− 1) ln n+ (− 1) ln ln n]{1 + o(1)}
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for some constant A. Their proof can be easily adapted to give a similar result for the
parameter t(d; n) with a much smaller factor.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, we suppose that M is a t× n binary matrix
of independent and identically distributed random variables generated by tn fair coin
tosses. The (i; j) entry is denoted by Xij and jth column is denoted by Cj. Let X denote
the number of t× 3 submatrices of M which have less than 23 distinct rows. We will
denote by Fn; d the set {(J; s); J ∈ [ nd ] and s∈ [n]\J}. Let Wt;n denote the number of
ordered pairs ({j1; j2}; s)∈Fn;2 such that Cs⊆Cj1 ∪Cj2 .
Using the Stein–Chen method [3] Godbole et al. (see Theorem 3.1 of [10]) showed
that the distribution of X may be approximated by a Poisson distribution for large
values of n provided that
t¿12:23 log n{1 + o(1)}:
Parallel to their approach an analogous result related to the random variable Wt;n can be
proved. Below we state the powerful method (see Corollary 2.C.5 in [3]) for reference.
Stein–Chen approximation theorem. Suppose that X =
∑
 ∈! I , where the I are in-
dicator random variables with expectations # , and suppose that, for each  ∈!;
!\{ } can be partitioned into !N ; !I such that I and {I%; %∈!I } are independent.
Then
dTV(L(X );Po()) = sup
A⊆Z+
∣∣∣∣∣Pr(X ∈A)−
∑
k∈A
e−k
k!
∣∣∣∣∣
6
1− e−


∑
 ∈!
#2 +
∑
 
∑
%∈!N 
(EI I% + # #%)

 ;
where =E(X ).
LetFi denote the set {(J; s)∈Fn;2; |(J ∪{s})∩{1; 2; 3}|= i} for i=1; 2. Let I{j1 ; j2}; s
be the random variable that is 1 if the column Cs is contained in the union of columns
Cj1 and Cj2 and 0 otherwise. This notation allows us to write
Wt;n=
∑
(J; s)∈Fn; 2
IJ; s:
To simplify notation, we also write Wt;n=
∑
(J; s) IJ; s when no confusion can arise. The
following result gives an estimate of the rate of convergence.
Theorem 2.7. For Wt;n, the number of ordered pairs ({j1; j2}; s)∈Fn;2 such that
Cs⊆Cj1 ∪Cj2 ,
dTV(L(Wt;n);Po())69(n− 2)2( 1314 )t ;
where =EWt; n=3
(n
3
)
( 78 )
t .
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Proof. Using the Stein–Chen approximation theorem and with the notation
HK; r ={(J; s)∈Fn;2; (J ∪{s})∩ (K ∪{r}) 
= ∅}\{(K; r)},
dTV(L(Wt;n);Po())
6
1− e−


 ∑
(K; r)∈Fn; 2
(EIK; r)2 +
∑
(K; r)
∑
(J; s)∈HK; r
(EIK; rIJ; s + EIK; rEIJ; s)


6
1

∑
(K; r)∈Fn; 2

(EIK; r)2+ ∑
(J; s)∈HK; r
(EIK; rIJ; s+EIK; rEIJ; s)


=
(n
2
)
(n− 2)(n
2
)
(n− 2)EI{1;2};3

(EI{1;2};3)2+ ∑
(J; s)∈H{1; 2}; 3
(
EI{1;2};3IJ; s+EI{1;2};3EIJ; s
)
=EI{1;2};3 +
∑
(J; s)∈H{1; 2}; 3
(
EI{1;2};3IJ; s
EI{1;2};3
+ EIJ; s
)
=(|H{1;2};3|+ 1)EI{1;2};3 +
∑
(J; s)∈H{1; 2}; 3
EI{1;2};3IJ; s
EI{1;2};3
= (|H{1;2};3|+ 1)(7=8)t + (8=7)t
∑
(J; s)∈H{1; 2}; 3
EI{1;2};3IJ; s:
The collection H{1;2};3 can be partitioned into nine disjoint sets F1j for j=1; 2; 3; 4
and F2j for j=1; 2; 3; 4; 5 in such a way that
F11 = {(J; s)∈F1; s=3};
F12 = {(J; s)∈F1; s∈{1; 2}};
F13 = {(J; s)∈F1; |J ∩{1; 2}|=1};
F14 = {(J; s)∈F1; 3∈ J};
F21 = {(J; s)∈F2; J = {1; 2}};
F22 = {(J; s)∈F2; |J ∩{1; 2}|=1 and 3∈ J};
F23 = {(J; s)∈F2; |J ∩{1; 2}|=1 and s=3};
F24 = {(J; s)∈F2; |J ∩{1; 2}|=1 and s∈{1; 2}};
F25 = {(J; s)∈F2; s∈{1; 2} and 3∈ J}
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shows that
|F11|=
(
n− 3
2
)
; |F12|= |F14|=2
(
n− 3
2
)
; |F13|=4
(
n− 3
2
)
;
|F21|= n− 3
and |F22|= |F23|= |F24|= |F25|=2(n−3). It follows that |H{1;2};3|=(92)(n−2)(n−3).
An easy computation shows
EI{1;2};3IJ; s=


(25=32)t if (J; s)∈F11 ∪F13;
(3=4)t if (J; s)∈F12 ∪F14 ∪F22 ∪F24 ∪F25;
(13=16)t if (J; s)∈F21 ∪F23:
To complete the picture we compute
(|H{1;2};3|+ 1)(7=8)t + (8=7)t
∑
(J; s)∈H{1; 2}; 3
EI{1;2};3IJ; s
={ 92 (n− 2)(n− 3) + 1}( 78 )t + (87)t{( 2532 )t |F11 ∪F13|+ (1316 )t |F21 ∪F23|
+(34)
t |F12 ∪F14 ∪F22 ∪F24 ∪F25|}
6 92 (n− 2)2( 78 )t + (87)t{( 2532 )t 92 (n− 3)(n− 4) + 9(n− 3)( 1316 )t}
69(n− 2)2( 1314 )t ;
from which the theorem is immediate.
Corollary 2.8. If
t¿
2 log n
log( 1413 )
{
1 +
logf(n)
log n
}
for some function f(n) having f(n)→∞ as n→∞, then dTV(L(Wt;n);Po())→ 0
as n→∞, where = (n2)(n− 2)( 78 )t .
Proof. We see that
t¿
2 log n
log( 1413 )
{
1 +
logf(n)
log n
}
implies that n2( 1314 )
t61=f2(n), and hence dTV(L(Wt;n);Po())→ 0 as n→∞ by using
Theorem 2.7.
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3. Remarks
The upper bounds in previous section are nonconstructive. Hwang and S$os [11]
gave an explicit construction of t× n d-disjunct matrix with t616d2(2 − log3 2 +
(log3 2) log n). Using error correcting codes Alon’s method [1] provides a binary
(d + 1)-covering arrays (and hence a d-disjunct matrix) with t6Cd log n, but the
constant is extremely large. A recent work by D’yachkov et al. [6] gave many ex-
plicit constructions of d-disjunct matrices. For some special values of t, n and d, their
constructions are better than the bound given in Theorem 2.2.
For 3-covering arrays, Sloane [15] used intersecting codes (linear codes with the
property that any two nonzero codewords meet) to construct t× n binary 3-covering
arrays (and hence 2-disjunct matrices) achieving t≈ 6:4 log n for n6106 and t≈ 12:719
log n for n6105000000. It would be interesting if one can apply the techniques used in
d-coverings to d-disjunct matrices directly to reduce the constant.
To construct d-disjunct matrices with constant row and column weights, Macula’s
construction [12] yields an
(n
d
)× (nk) d-disjunct matrix with column weight (kd) and
row weight(
n− d
k − d
)
:
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